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ABSTRACT: Which processes control the mean amounts of precipitation received by tropical land and ocean? Do large-
scale constraints exist on the ratio between the two? We address these questions using a conceptual box model based on
water balance equations. With empirical but physically motivated parameterizations of the water balance components, we
construct a set of coupled differential equations that describe the dynamical behavior of the water vapor content over land
and ocean as well as the land’s soil moisture content. For a closed model configuration with one ocean and one land box,
we compute equilibrium solutions across the parameter space and analyze their sensitivity to parameter choices. The pre-
cipitation ratio x, defined as the ratio between mean land and ocean precipitation rates, quantifies the land–sea precipita-
tion contrast. We find that x is bounded between zero and one as long as the presence of land does not affect the
relationship between water vapor path and precipitation. However, for the tested parameter values, 95% of the obtained x

values are even larger than 0.75. The sensitivity analysis reveals that x is primarily controlled by the efficiency of atmo-
spheric moisture transport rather than by land surface parameters. We further investigate under which conditions precipi-
tation enhancement over land (x . 1) would be possible. An open model configuration with an island between two ocean
boxes and nonzero external advection into the domain can yield x values larger than one, but only for a small subset of pa-
rameter choices, characterized by small land fractions and a sufficiently large moisture influx through the windward
boundary.
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1. Introduction

All water that evaporates from Earth’s land and ocean sur-
faces must eventually return to the surface as precipitation.
This water mass balance also holds approximately in the
tropics. But which physical processes or parameters of the sys-
tem determine how much it rains over land versus over
ocean? A useful quantity in the context of the large-scale
tropical land–sea contrast of precipitation is the precipitation
ratio x, defined as the ratio of spatiotemporally averaged pre-
cipitation rates over tropical land and ocean. Modern obser-
vations make it easy to quantify x but do not explain its value.
Similarly, the complexity of sophisticated climate models lim-
its clear process understanding and, apart from that, these
models frequently fail to reproduce observed precipitation
patterns (Fiedler et al. 2020) as well as the right land–sea con-
trast of precipitation (Hohenegger and Stevens 2022). It is
therefore the aim of this study to provide theoretical under-
standing of the large-scale constraints on x that arise from the
water mass balance, as well as the sensitivity of x to different
physical processes and properties of the system. To this end,
we consider a simple box model with a small number of free
parameters such as land fraction or land surface characteris-
tics. As such, this model is not meant to realistically describe
the real tropics. Rather, it helps us understand fundamental
relationships and identify relevant mechanisms for which
more sophisticated investigations are needed.

Hohenegger and Stevens (2022) is the first study to com-
pute x from different observation products and to use a con-
ceptual rainbelt model to interpret the obtained values with
respect to the role of land for precipitating convection. Ac-
counting for the tropical land–ocean geometry as well as
width, intensity, and latitudinal position of the rainbelt, the x

values from observations, ranging between 0.9 and 1.04, could
only be explained if the nature of the surface, being land or
ocean, affects the rainbelt characteristics. In other words, the
presence of land affects the way it rains. The authors concluded
that land receives more precipitation than what is expected
from the mere geometry of the tropical landmasses. Similar to
Hohenegger and Stevens (2022), we study the physical controls
on x and draw indirect conclusions about the relationship be-
tween precipitation and the underlying surface. However, we
take a different, independent approach which is agnostic about
the land geometry and spatial structure of precipitation. With
our box model consisting of one ocean and one land domain, we
examine the theoretical upper and lower bounds of x that arise
solely from the condition of water balance.

While the large-scale land–sea contrast of precipitation re-
mains poorly investigated, much work using box models and
water balance equations has been directed at the question of
how the presence of land impacts local rainfall. Unlike the
ocean, land can dry out and thereby significantly reduce its
evaporative moisture flux. The degree to which precipitation
hinges on local evapotranspiration determines how susceptible
precipitation is to changes in soil moisture conditions and
therefore to the underlying surface. With their one-dimensional
land–atmosphere model based on water balance equations,
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Budyko and Drozdov (1953) lay the foundation for quantifying
land–atmosphere coupling by computing moisture recycling
ratios for different continental regions. The recycling ratio meas-
ures the share of precipitation inside a region that is derived
from locally evaporated moisture, as opposed to advected mois-
ture from outside the region. Important subsequent studies
that computed recycling ratios include Brubaker et al. (1993),
Eltahir and Bras (1994), and van der Ent et al. (2010). While
the obtained contributions from local evapotranspiration to
rainfall varied between 10% and 90%, depending on the se-
lected region and employed method, all studies agreed on
that soil moisture availability leaves an imprint on the terres-
trial precipitation signal.

Such moisture recycling studies as well as the hydrological
studies by Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. (1991) and Entekhabi et al.
(1992), who used a land box model based on water balance
equations to understand the controls on soil moisture variability,
inspired our approach and helped us design our conceptual
model. However, these studies only consider terrestrial precipita-
tion and prescribe the contributions from advected moisture. Ad-
vected moisture itself, which likely plays a role in setting x, is not
part of their solution.We therefore couple our land and ocean do-
mains through advection and runoff, and allow for an interactive
exchange of moisture between them. As a consequence, land and
ocean precipitation rates and, hence, x arise as part of the solution
to our model equations.

2. Model description

To understand the controlling factors and constraints for
the land–sea precipitation contrast, we propose a box model

as sketched in Fig. 1. The model consists of an ocean subdo-
main denoted by subscript o and a land subdomain denoted
by ‘ whose sizes are determined by the full domain length L
and land fraction a. Each subdomain contains a ground box
at the bottom (ocean or land) and an atmospheric box above.
The vertical extent of the atmospheric boxes is chosen as the
height over which water vapor is transported and stored. Sim-
ilarly, the vertical depth of the land box is given by the hydro-
logically active soil depth zr. In the horizontal direction, the
model has periodic boundary conditions, which makes it a
closed system that conserves water. Such a closed model
(CM) is suitable to describe the entire Earth or, if net mois-
ture exchange with the extratropics is negligible, the tropics.
In section 6, we discuss an open model (OM) version which
allows for nonzero net advection from outside the model
domain.

a. Water balance equations

To formulate the underlying water balance equations, we
express all moisture fluxes between the boxes as functions of
the system’s moisture state. For atmospheric boxes, the mois-
ture state is given by the mean water vapor path w (mm), and
for the land box by the unitless mean relative soil moisture
saturation s. Since the ocean does not dry out, it does not
require a moisture variable. Hence, the full information on
the moisture state of the land–ocean–atmosphere system at
any moment in time t is given by the set of state variables
{wo(t), w‘(t), s(t)}.

The time evolution of the state variables is expressed by
coupled water balance equations in which the water fluxes

FIG. 1. Model sketch of the land–ocean–atmosphere system with periodic boundary condi-
tions. The length of the boxes is determined by the total domain length L (km) and land fraction
a. Black arrows represent the box-averaged moisture fluxes (mm day21) between the four model
boxes. An exception is the advective net exchange A between the atmospheres that represents
the total net amount of transferred moisture (mm2 day21) and translates to different mean
fluxes,Ao andA‘ (mm day21), out of or into these boxes due to the different box lengths. The at-
mospheric moisture transport is driven by a constant horizontal background wind speed u. All
fluxes other than ocean evaporation Eo, which is a constant model parameter, are functions of
the relative soil moisture saturation s, or water vapor paths of land and ocean atmospheres, w‘

and wo, respectively.
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represent moisture sinks and sources (see, e.g., Brubaker et al.
1991):

ds
dt

5
1
nzr

[P(w‘) 2 R(s, w‘) 2 E‘(s)], (1)

dw‘

dt
5 E‘(s) 2 P(w‘) 1 A‘(w‘, wo), (2)

dwo

dt
5 Eo 2 P(wo) 1 Ao(w‘, wo): (3)

Note that the time dependence of s, w‘, and wo is implicit in
Eqs. (1)–(3). The relevant fluxes, indicated by the black arrows
in Fig. 1, are precipitation P, land evapotranspiration E‘, ocean
evaporation Eo, soil runoff R, and atmospheric advection A.
The advection terms A‘ and Ao in Eqs. (2) and (3) represent
the box-mean net advection rates into the land and ocean atmo-
sphere, respectively, and are positive for net moisture import
and negative for net moisture export. In a closed system, the do-
main-mean advection vanishes, i.e., aA‘ 1 (12 a)Ao 5 0. All
fluxes are given as spatial mean flux rates in millimeters per
day (mm day21). The product of dimensionless soil porosity
n and hydrologically active soil depth zr (mm) is a model
parameter.

b. Empirical relationships for water fluxes

To solve the water balance equations (1)–(3), we need
expressions for the water fluxes. While the conservation of
water is a fundamental condition, there are no simple funda-
mental laws governing the moisture exchange between the
model boxes. Instead, we use empirical relationships, as has
been done, for instance, by Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. (1991). As
in their study, we express runoff as the fraction Rf of precipi-
tation that does not infiltrate into the soil,

R(s, w‘) 5 Rf (s)P(w‘), (4)

with

Rf (s) 5 esr, (5)

and the two dimensionless parameters e and r. Equation (5)
tells us that runoff intensifies as the soil moistens. Runoff wa-
ter is returned to the ocean but has no effect on the ocean’s
moisture properties.

For precipitation, Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. (1991) followed the
approach of Budyko and Drozdov (1953) which assumes that
the advected part of land precipitation is known. This is not a
desirable assumption in our case where the focus is on the fac-
tors controlling the land-to-ocean precipitation ratio. We want a
free interaction between the two subdomains and therefore
choose to parameterize precipitation as a function of w, as estab-
lished by Bretherton et al. (2004) based on observations,

P(w) 5 exp a
w
wsat

2 b
( )[ ]

: (6)

Equation (6) introduces two dimensionless parameters a and
b, and the saturated water vapor path wsat (mm). Whether the

exact shape of the P(w) relationship, here set by the choice of
a, b, and wsat, is identical over land and ocean is still under
debate. While Schiro et al. (2016) and Schiro et al. (2020) re-
ported only slight differences in the P(w) relationship between
tropical land and ocean regions, a similar study by Ahmed and
Schumacher (2017) found that land precipitation increases more
strongly at lower water vapor path values than ocean precipita-
tion, and that it exhibits a diurnal cycle, presumably due to
stronger surface heating and orographic effects. Our hypothesis
here is that the processes which turn water vapor into precipita-
tion depend only on the atmospheric vapor concentration and
not on the underlying surface. Hence, we use Eq. (6) with the
same parameter values over land and ocean. Indirectly, by com-
paring our model results to observed values of x, we can return
to this debate and assess whether the nature of the underlying
surface affects the P(w) relationship (see section 6a).

The qualitative dependence of evapotranspiration on soil
moisture saturation is long known (see, e.g., Budyko 1956).
Seneviratne et al. (2010) present a schematic, where E‘ is
close to zero for soil moisture values below the permanent
wilting point, s , spwp, increases approximately linearly in a
transition range between the permanent wilting point and a
critical value close to the field capacity, spwp , s , sfc, and
reaches a plateau for higher s values, s . sfc, where evapo-
transpiration is nearly constant at its potential rate ep. For
computational convenience, we parameterize evapotranspira-
tion by the following smooth function which has the qualita-
tive properties described above,

E‘(s) 5
ep
2

tanh 10 s 2
spwp 1 sfc

2

( )[ ]
1 1

{ }
: (7)

Unlike land, the ocean is always fully saturated, and we as-
sume the resulting ocean evaporation rate to be a constant
model parameter Eo 5 eo.

It remains to find expressions for the mean net advection
rates for the land and ocean atmospheres, hereafter just land/
ocean advection. The total net advection into a given box is
the difference between the moisture entering and leaving the
box per unit time, which is computed from the windward and
leeward boundary water vapor paths (in mm) times mean hor-
izontal wind speed u (in mm day21), respectively. Because
we assume one uniform w across each atmospheric box, the
wind transports the moisture amount wou from ocean to land
and w‘u from land to ocean, resulting in a net exchange of
A(wo, w‘)56(wo 2 w‘)u. For the advection rates per unit
length (mm day21), this gives

A‘(wo, w‘) 5
(wo 2 w‘)u

aL
5

(wo 2 w‘)
a

t (8)

for land advection and

Ao(wo, w‘) 52
(wo 2 w‘)u
(1 2 a)L 52

(wo 2 w‘)
(1 2 a) t, (9)

for ocean advection, with a being the land fraction and L the
total domain length (see Fig. 1). On the right-hand sides of
Eqs. (8) and (9), we introduced the atmospheric transport
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parameter t 5 u/L (day21). Its inverse value t21 represents a
characteristic time scale for atmospheric transport. Similar
concepts were used by Brubaker et al. (1991), Sobel and Bellon
(2009), and Lintner et al. (2013) to model advection. In a
closed system, this formulation of advection with a constant,
unidirectional wind field results in a downgradient net trans-
port of atmospheric moisture. In our case this net transport
carries moisture from a moister ocean atmosphere to a drier
land atmosphere which is not always the case in reality (Brubaker
et al. 1991).

c. Parameter ranges

We want to constrain x for our system in equilibrium and
test its sensitivity to parameter choices. To do that, we need
to define plausible ranges for all free model parameters,
thereby constructing our search space. The chosen ranges are
summarized in Table 1.

The ranges for spwp and sfc are taken from data for different
soil types presented in Hagemann and Stacke (2015), where
we discard the extreme cases of pure sand and peat. After
converting the provided volumetric data to relative soil mois-
ture saturation values, spwp ranges between 0.15 and 0.55. We
notice the fairly consistent relationship, sfc 5 spwp 1 0.3, and
use it to reduce the number of free model parameters by one.
Entekhabi et al. (1992) provide values for ep, nzr, r, and e for
both a semihumid and a semiarid climate. We take the values
from these two climates as limits for the respective parameter
ranges and vary ep between 4 and 6 mm day21 and nzr be-
tween 50 and 120 mm. Entekhabi et al. (1992) set r 5 6 for
both cases but we let the runoff exponent range between
2 and 6, motivated by Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. (1991) who used
r 5 2 in an illustrative example. Since both studies agree
on e 5 1, we vary this parameter only slightly between 0.9
and 1.1. Note that e values larger than one could lead to un-
physical solutions where runoff exceeds precipitation. Such
unphysical cases must be excluded from the analysis, but it
turns out they never occur. The precipitation parameters are
taken from Bretherton et al. (2004) (where our b is called r).
We use their fitting parameter values for monthly and daily
data as bounds for a and b. Bretherton et al. (2004) also give a
typical value, wsat 5 72 mm, for regions of tropical convection
and we deem it appropriate to vary wsat between 65 and 80 mm.
Ocean evaporation can be constrained from observations. For

instance, Kumar et al. (2017) found the mean evaporation from
tropical ocean surfaces to range between 2.5 and 2.8 mm day21,
while an earlier study by Zhang and McPhaden (1995) indicates
higher values of about 3.5 mm day21. Based on these findings,
we let eo range between 2.5 and 3.5 mm day21. This range also
encompasses 3 mm day21}the mean value of precipitation
over both tropical land and ocean. Last, t is constrained by
computing the smallest and largest value of u/L, respectively,
where we assume plausible wind speeds in the lower tropo-
sphere between 1 and 10 m s21, and let the domain length
vary between 1000 and 40000 km, the upper limit correspond-
ing to Earth’s equatorial circumference. Thus, we obtain a
range for t between about 0.002 and 0.864 day21.

d. Model assumptions

The simplicity of the proposed model owes to a number
of assumptions, some of which are important to be made
explicit. Foremost, we assume that each model box has well-
mixed physical properties so that all interactions are ade-
quately described in terms of spatial mean quantities. Second,
we determine the system’s moisture state by water balance
equations only, ignoring the potential effects of energy bal-
ance considerations such as the influence of a diurnal cycle.
Energetic conditions are kept constant and only enter indi-
rectly through the values of energy-dependent parameters
such as eo or wsat. Third, we prescribe a background wind
speed with only a horizontal and constant component. Last,
and more importantly, we assume that the functional relation-
ship between precipitation and water vapor path from Eq. (6)
holds over both land and ocean with the same choice of pa-
rameter values. By comparing the range of obtained x values
from our simple model to known values from the real world,
we will discuss in section 6a what we can conclude about the
potential processes that control the land–sea precipitation
contrast in the real world.

3. Methodology

Here, we present the different analysis methods that are
employed to evaluate the model behavior and to assess the
sensitivity of the land-to-ocean precipitation ratio to varia-
tions of the parameter values. The land-to-ocean precipitation
ratio is defined as

TABLE 1. Free parameters for the closed model simulations with uniform random sampling of parameter values.

Parameter Minimum Maximum Range choice motivated by

spwp 0.15 0.55 Hagemann and Stacke (2015)
ep (mm day21) 4.0 6.0 Entekhabi et al. (1992)
nzr (mm) 50.0 120.0 Entekhabi et al. (1992)
eo (mm day21) 2.5 3.5 Kumar et al. (2017), Zhang and McPhaden (1995)
e 0.9 1.1 Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. (1991), Entekhabi et al. (1992)
r 2 6 Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. (1991), Entekhabi et al. (1992)
a 11.4 15.6 Bretherton et al. (2004)
b 0.5 0.6 Bretherton et al. (2004)
wsat (mm) 65.0 80.0 Bretherton et al. (2004)
a 0.0 1.0 Full possible range
t 5 u/L (day21) 0.002 16 0.864 Plausible ranges for L and u
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x 5
P‘

Po

5
P(w‘)
P(wo)

: (10)

The equilibrium solution to the model equations (1)–(3) has
to be found numerically. We use the DynamicalSystems.jl li-
brary from Datseris (2018) to find all roots of the model equa-
tions which represent stable fixed points of the system.
Adopting an agnostic view on the plausibility of different
combinations of parameter values from the ranges in Table 1,
we perform 100 000 model simulations for randomly chosen
points in the 11-dimensional parameter space, each yielding a
corresponding equilibrium state and resulting fluxes. Scatter-
plots are used to analyze the sensitivity of x to the different
model parameters.

A suitable measure for the dependence of some quantity Q
on a parameter p, which accounts for the possibility of a non-
linear and nonmonotonic relationship between Q and p, is
their mutual information MI(Q, p). Mutual information quan-
tifies how much the knowledge of p reduces the uncertainty
aboutQ. The mutual information of p andQ is computed as

MI(Q, p) 5 H(Q) 1 H(p) 2 H(Q, p), (11)

where H(Q), H(p), andH(Q, p) are the Shannon entropies of
Q and p values, and of their joint distribution, respectively
(Shannon 1948). To ascribe the probability distributions re-
quired for the computation of the Shannon entropies, we use
amplitude binning with 10 equally sized bins for bothQ and p.

To put the mutual information value into perspective, we
follow the approach from Datseris and Parlitz (2022, p. 106),
and assess whether the obtained MI(Q, p) is significantly
different from the null hypothesis of independent Q and p.
From the mutual information values of 1000 shuffled surro-
gates of Q and p, we compute a probability distribution of MI
values for the uncorrelated case and define MIuncorr,3s(Q, p)
as the value that deviates by three standard deviations s

from the mean of this distribution. The mutual information
index,

IMI(Q, p) 5 MI(Q, p)
MIuncorr,3s(Q, p) , (12)

can then be used to assess how the actual mutual information
MI(Q, p) compares to the value one would expect if Q and p
were unrelated. We choose IMI 5 1 to be the threshold for a
significant sensitivity of Q to p, with higher IMI(Q, p) values
reflecting a higher sensitivity. In this work, we compute the
mutual information index IMI(x, pi) for all free model parame-
ters pi in order to rank and compare the sensitivity of x to
these different parameters.

4. Basic model behavior and implications for x

We performed 100000 closed model simulations with dif-
ferent parameter choices, each yielding exactly one stable
equilibrium solution to the model equations (1)–(3). The out-
put of these simulations is henceforth referred to as “CM
data.” In this section, we analyze these data with the aim of
determining the range of possible equilibrium values of x.
Note that the presented results proved to be qualitatively ro-
bust to variations in the number of performed simulations.

We begin by characterizing the obtained equilibrium states
and associated moisture fluxes. Figure 2 illustrates the character-
istics of possible equilibria through probability density functions
(PDF) of equilibrium soil moisture values in Figs. 2a and 2b,
and water vapor path values for land and ocean atmospheres in
Fig. 2c. In Fig. 2b, s is rescaled to s̃ 5 (s2 spwp)/(sfc 2 spwp) such
that the equilibrium values are located relative to the different re-
gimes of evapotranspiration discussed in section 2b. The regimes
are separated by the permanent wilting point and field capacity,
which are each indicated by a dashed vertical line. The bulk of all
simulations equilibrates to intermediate soil moisture values

FIG. 2. (a) Smoothed probability density functions of equilibrium soil moisture values; (b) rescaled soil moisture values with vertical
lines denoting the permanent wilting point and field capacity which mark the beginning and end of the transition regime of E‘, respec-
tively; (c) water vapor path of the land and ocean atmospheres; and (d) values of x. For improved visibility of water vapor path differences
between land and ocean in (c), the distribution’s tails toward very dry and very moist states, representing less than 0.23% of the simula-
tions, are not shown.
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between s5 0.25 and 0.75 with a sharp peak in the center part of
the E‘-transition regime around s̃ 5 0:5. Only a few simulations
(0.38%) equilibrate to a very dry state with soil moisture values
below the permanent wilting point. We discuss such dry states
in section 5b. Similarly, the atmospheres mostly equilibrate to
intermediate wo and w‘ values between 40 and 50 mm (see
Fig. 2c), well below wsat. As a matter of comparison, a value of
w 5 48 mm is often employed to distinguish the moist deep
tropics with deep convection from the dry subtropics (Masunaga
and Mapes 2020). For better visibility of the differences between
wo and w‘ in Fig. 2, we cut the tails of very dry and very moist at-
mospheric states which represent less than 0.23% of all simula-
tions. Figure 2c shows that land and ocean generally
equilibrate to similar atmospheric moisture values but that
the land is slightly drier than the ocean.

Figure 3 shows moving averages of the equilibrium fluxes
from all simulations as functions of the equilibrium soil mois-
ture saturation. Note that the ocean advection rate Ao has
negative values in all solutions and is therefore multiplied by21
to simplify the comparison of its magnitude with other fluxes.
Figure 3 contains the entire CM data so that the emerging
behavior of the fluxes is a result of a plethora of different para-
meter choices with soil moisture values being the result, not the
driver. Therefore, one should not confuse the plotted curves
with the well-defined parameterizations of the water fluxes as
functions of s for a fixed set of parameter values.

The purple line in Fig. 3 represents both land advection and
runoff. That a net moisture transport from ocean to land bal-
ances the land’s loss of moisture through runoff is a long-
known characteristic of the equilibrated hydrological cycle,
see, e.g., Horton (1943) or Peixóto and Oort (1983). We can
use this fact to derive an upper bound of x: According to
the advection equations (8) and (9), net moisture transport
from ocean to land requires the ocean atmosphere to be
moister than the land atmosphere, wo . w‘. Since the same,
monotonically increasing function P(w) from Eq. (6) is used

over land and ocean, P(wo) is necessarily larger than P(w‘). In
other words, it rains more strongly over ocean than over land.
This is confirmed by Fig. 3 where the dark blue curve for Po

always lies above the light blue curve for P‘. Hence, in our
water balance model, an upper bound on x exists, this upper
bound being x 5 1. That x is bounded by one is also apparent
from Fig. 2d, which shows the PDF of x values. While the
lower bound is essentially zero, corresponding to cases where
land precipitation vanishes, low values of x are rare and
82.9% of all parameter combinations yield values larger than
0.9, thereby falling into the range obtained by Hohenegger
and Stevens (2022) from observations.

The shapes of the lines in Fig. 3 indicate that three soil
moisture–precipitation regimes can be distinguished: For low
equilibrium soil moisture values up to s ’ 0.36, runoff and
land advection are negligible and P‘ nearly equals E‘ which
rises sharply with s. In an intermediate soil moisture regime,
0:36 � s � 0:61, P‘ decreases due to a decline of E‘. However,
the precipitation decrease is slightly damped by a steadily
growing contribution of moisture from land advection (purple
line). Last, above s ’ 0.61, precipitation increases again as
the evapotranspiration trend reverses and advection keeps
intensifying.

The equilibrium fluxes in Fig. 3 exhibit a number of surpris-
ing behaviors: Why is there hardly any rain over ocean when
the soil is dry? Why does advection out of the ocean atmo-
sphere (red line) tend to decline with increasing s while
advection into the land atmosphere (purple line) increases
monotonically? And why does evapotranspiration decline
in the intermediate regime while soil moisture increases?
To answer these questions, we need a better understanding
of how the different model parameter choices and combina-
tions thereof influence the attained equilibrium states and
fluxes. The sensitivity of x to variations in the model para-
meters and explanations for the seemingly unphysical be-
haviors in Fig. 3 are the topic of the next section.

5. Parameter sensitivity of x

Having established that x is bounded between zero and one
in our water balance model, we want to better understand the
controls of different parameters on the attained equilibrium
value. To this end, we quantify the sensitivity of x to each in-
dividual model parameter by the mutual information index
IMI(x , pi) defined in Eq. (12). A comparison of the results for
all model parameters pi is provided in Fig. 4. The atmospheric
transport parameter t is by far the most influential parameter,
followed by the soil parameters permanent wilting point spwp
and runoff exponent r, and the land fraction a. Some of the
remaining parameters also have IMI values above or close to
the significance threshold (dashed line) but we do not discuss
them in detail due to their rather small contributions to the
overall sensitivity. Note that the relative importance of differ-
ent parameters for x is not caused or reflected by the relative
magnitude of the moisture fluxes associated with these param-
eters. For instance, the fact that two important parameters, t
and a, both appear in the advection term does not imply that
advection is the strongest flux, in fact it never is as illustrated

FIG. 3. Moving average over different fluxes vs soil moisture sat-
uration computed from the CM data. For the moving average, we
sort the data by s and compute the average flux rates within a win-
dow of 20 000 simulations symmetrically centered around each
value of s. Toward the limits of s, the window’s size is reduced in
order to retain its symmetric positioning.
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in Fig. 3. The importance of t and a is also not related to
the fact that advection is the only linear flux parameteriza-
tion. A similar sensitivity analysis for a model version with
linear expressions for all moisture fluxes (not shown) still
identified t and a as the parameters with the strongest con-
trol on x.

Figure 5 shows scatterplots of x versus the four most influ-
ential model parameters. The respective mean of x values
along each parameter is shown by a white line and the spread
around this mean is generated by variations in all other model
parameters. In this section, we discuss the physical mecha-
nisms by which these most important parameters influence x.

a. Atmospheric transport parameter t

The relationship between x and t in Fig. 5a is strongly non-
linear and leads to variations of the x mean between 0.5 and
0.98, confirming the high sensitivity determined in the mutual
information analysis. Physically, t corresponds to the fraction
of the domain length that moisture can travel horizontally in
the atmosphere in one day. As such, it can be interpreted as
the efficiency of atmospheric moisture transport or efficiency
of horizontal mixing: The higher the value of t, the more effi-
cient the mixing, and the lower the moisture differences,
Dw5 wo 2 w‘, between the two atmospheres. Since we link
precipitation and atmospheric moisture through the same pa-
rameterization P(w) over land and ocean, a small Dw implies
similar precipitation rates over land and ocean and a x value
close to one. In contrast, inefficient mixing due to small values
of t can sustain larger moisture differences between land and
ocean and leads to smaller values of x. This theoretical con-
trol of t on x is confirmed in Fig. 5a where x tends to be small
for low values of t and converges toward one as t increases.

FIG. 4. Relative sensitivity of x to the different model parameters
pi measured by the mutual information index IMI. Values larger
than IMI 5 1 (dashed line) lie above the significance threshold.

FIG. 5. Precipitation ratio x vs atmospheric transport parameter t, land fraction a, permanent wilting point spwp, and
runoff exponent r. The white lines show x mean values computed for 100 bins along the parameter axis.
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The spread around the t mean is reduced as t increases, mak-
ing t a better predictor for x, the larger its value. Figure 5a
also suggests that t has a strong control on the lower bound of
the spread around the x mean which increases with t. In con-
trast, the upper bound of the spread, x 5 1, seems indepen-
dent of t.

We can understand how t influences the lower bound of the
spread of x values by returning to the advection equations (8)
and (9), each of which can be rephrased as the product of Dw
and an advection efficiency, namely, t/a for land advection
and t/(12 a) for ocean advection. Only if both advection effi-
ciencies are low, a large moisture difference and, hence, small
x can be sustained. The land fraction affects ocean and land
advection efficiencies in opposite ways, suggesting a mini-
mum of overall advection efficiency for intermediate a. If
advection was the only process at play, this minimum would
be located at a 5 0.5, and it would be left to t to set the final
value of the lowest possible advection efficiency, and thereby
the smallest possible x for that value of t. In the following, we
will see that the complexity of land–atmosphere interactions
adds further parameter controls on the lower bound of x and
leads to an asymmetry in the relationship between x and a

such that the lowest x value is found at a larger land fraction
than a 5 0.5.

b. Land fraction a

Figure 5b illustrates how a impacts the value of x. The x

mean varies between 0.91 and 1.0 on a u-shaped line between
the extreme cases of an ocean-only, a 5 0, and land-only,
a 5 1, scenario where in both cases x is close to one. As for t,
the impact of land fraction changes on the value of x is rooted
in their control on the advection efficiencies, t/a and t/(1 2 a).
The particular role of a is to differentiate between the effi-
ciency of moisture export out of the ocean subdomain and
the efficiency of moisture import into the land subdomain by
setting the different areas over which the advected moisture
gets distributed. If a is small, the imported moisture gets dis-
tributed over a small land size, making land advection effi-
cient and the rate per unit area high. The reverse applies for a
large land fraction. In either case, mixing between the two at-
mospheres is efficient and the smaller atmosphere adopts
the moisture conditions of the larger one, resulting in a x

value close to one.
While the model cannot handle the exact endpoints of the

a range, we can examine them in a thought experiment: imag-
ine a domain fully covered by ocean. Water balance would re-
quire the ocean precipitation to balance ocean evaporation,
Po 5 Eo. If we now introduced an infinitesimal patch of land,
some of the evaporated moisture would be advected into the
tiny land atmosphere without significantly altering the mois-
ture conditions over the vast ocean. Since t/a is high, the at-
mospheric conditions over land would rapidly converge to
those over the ocean. Hence, for such small a, the system is
expected to behave as if the land did not exist. Atmospheric
conditions would be overall moist with nearly the same land
and ocean precipitation rates close to Eo, leading to a x of
one. At the other extreme, imagine a pure land domain but

with the assumption that runoff to some external reservoir re-
mains possible. The runoff would continuously reduce the soil
moisture saturation and with it evapotranspiration and precipi-
tation until the trivial equilibrium solution {s5 0, w‘ 5 0} is
reached. Allowing for advection from an infinitesimal ocean
would not change the picture much. With high efficiency
t/(1 2 a), almost the entire but nevertheless small amount of
evaporated oceanic moisture would be exported to the land,
leaving behind a fairly dry ocean atmosphere and hardly af-
fecting the dry state of the large land atmosphere and soil.
Hence, the system would behave as if the ocean did not exist
with similarly low precipitation rates close to zero in both
subdomains.

The transition between the ocean-only and land-only sce-
nario is best understood by examining the individual rain
rates Po and P‘ over the range of a as shown in Fig. 6. The
two extremes are connected by a regime of monotonic drying
as the ocean surface}the only true source of moisture for the
system’s hydrological cycle}shrinks. Although not shown,
the overall reduction of available moisture as the land fraction
increases also manifests itself in a soil moisture decrease. We
can investigate the shapes of P‘ and Po theoretically, assuming
all parameters except a to be fixed. Expressions for the rain
rates are found by imposing equilibrium conditions on Eqs. (2)
and (3), yielding

P‘ 5 E‘[s(a)] 1 Dw(a) t
a
, (13)

Po 5 eo 2 Dw(a) t

1 2 a
: (14)

Note that s(a) and Dw(a) are implicit functions of the land
fraction but that we lack analytical expressions for them. As a
increases in Fig. 6, P‘ decreases more strongly than Po be-
cause land precipitation is not only affected by (initially
sharply) decreasing 1/a but in addition by a reduction in
evapotranspiration as s declines. In contrast, ocean precipita-
tion is only reduced by (initially weakly) increasing advection.
The additional influence of a on P‘ through E‘ causes the
asymmetry of the x(a) mean in Fig. 5b with a minimum
around a 5 0.75 instead of 0.5. Although x(a) is expected to
be u shaped for every combination of the other parameter
values, the exact location of the minimum will differ. Gener-
ally, the width of the spread of x values indicates that the land
fraction is the dominant predictor for x near its extreme val-
ues but that its influence weakens toward intermediate values.

With the understanding of the influence of a developed in
this section, we can now explain the first two seemingly un-
physical behaviors in Fig. 3, as described at the end of section 4.
They concern the fact that there is hardly any rain over the
ocean when the soil is dry and that ocean advection tends to
decrease with increasing s while land advection increases. The
model runs which populate the regime of low soil moisture in
Fig. 3 share the property of large land fractions and therefore
equilibrate to overall dry conditions, both over land and over
ocean. Both atmospheres can consequently only yield very
little rain. The amount of moisture exchanged between land
and ocean translates to an advection rate per unit area that is
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high for the small ocean and low for the large land. The oppo-
site situation is found at the largest s values in Fig. 3, which
originate from model runs with very small a. There, A‘ is
at its maximum while Ao nearly vanishes. In the intermediate
s-regime, values of a are intermediate and have little influence
on the shape of the fluxes.

c. Permanent wilting point spwp and field capacity sfc

Variations in the soil parameters lead to mean variations of
x similar to the effects of land fraction changes, with the mean
varying between x 5 0.88 and 0.98 for both the permanent
wilting point (Fig. 5c) and the runoff exponent (Fig. 5d). In
Fig. 5c, x shows an almost linear decrease for an increase in
spwp. To understand this behavior, another thought experi-
ment is helpful: Let us consider a system in equilibrium for
some value of the permanent wilting point, e.g., spwp 5 0.3,
and examine how the system would respond if this value
was suddenly changed to spwp 5 0.4, as illustrated in Fig. 7.
The presented arguments assume that the other parameter
values stay fixed when varying spwp but we can see from the
right panel of Fig. 7 that the influence of the permanent wilt-
ing point also leaves its imprint on the mean soil moisture
state (white line) in the form of a clear increase with spwp.
We therefore make use of the mean value for illustration
purposes. The left panel of Fig. 7 depicts the evapotranspi-
ration curves for spwp 5 0.3 and 0.4, respectively, with fixed
ep 5 5.0 mm day21. Because spwp and sfc are equidistant for
different soil types, a change of spwp merely shifts the evapo-
transpiration curve along s.

The mean soil moisture value in the CM data for spwp 5 0.3
is s 5 0.45. This initial state for our thought experiment and
its corresponding evapotranspiration value are displayed as
blue dots in Fig. 7. An abrupt increase of the permanent wilt-
ing point to spwp 5 0.4 would lead to the following sequence

of events. First, evapotranspiration experiences an instanta-
neous drop DEinst (first red arrow connecting the blue and
green dots). The green dot represents a temporary state
where the model is not in equilibrium because the soil re-
ceives more moisture from precipitation than it loses through
evapotranspiration and runoff. Consequently, the soil mois-
tens. As time progresses, the system attains a new equilibrium
state (orange dot) at a higher s value. However, as the soil
moistens, not only evapotranspiration but also runoff in-
creases so that the soil does not moisten enough to reach the
initial E‘ flux. As a consequence, the land atmosphere be-
comes drier and land advection increases. Since the ocean
atmosphere needs to supply more moisture to the land, wo de-
creases. Therefore, the increase in advection from increased
Dw, needed to balance the increased runoff, is only possible
if w‘ decreases more strongly than wo. Accordingly, P‘ de-
creases more strongly than Po, which explains why x declines
with increasing spwp.

In effect, the new equilibrium for a larger spwp value would
be characterized by a moister soil with larger runoff but re-
duced precipitation, thus leaving less moisture to evapotrans-
piration. The new E‘ would be DEeq smaller than its initial
value. This response to an increase in spwp is also responsible
for the third seemingly unphysical behavior, namely, the de-
cline of evapotranspiration for intermediate s values previ-
ously seen in Fig. 3. Precipitation and evapotranspiration are
reduced because states with moister soils correspond to simu-
lations with larger spwp.

d. Runoff exponent r

The relationship between x and r in Fig. 5d resembles
x(spwp) but with opposite trend: x increases with r while it
decreases with spwp. Indeed, the similarity originates from a
similar physical mechanism. In the formulation of the runoff

FIG. 6. Ocean precipitation rate Po and land precipitation rate P‘ vs land fraction a. The white lines show x mean
values computed for 100 bins along the a axis. The transition from an ocean-only to a land-only model scenario is
marked by a decrease of both precipitation fluxes, indicating overall moist conditions for small land fractions and dry
conditions for large land fractions.
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fraction, Rf 5 esr, r enters as the exponent. As for the spwp de-
pendence, we can conduct a thought experiment, starting
from a system in equilibrium which then responds to a sudden
increase of r. Since s has values between zero and one, an in-
crease of the runoff exponent reduces the value of Rf and soil
moisture increases. As a consequence, also both atmospheres
start to moisten: First, w‘ increases through increased eva-
potranspiration from the wetter soil, thereby reducing the
moisture difference between land and ocean. Second, the re-
duction of Dw implies reduced advection with the effect that
the ocean atmosphere retains more of its moisture and wo

increases. Eventually, the decreasing advection matches the
runoff which started to intensify again after the initial drop. A
new equilibrium is attained in which runoff is reduced com-
pared to the initial state with lower r value. Equally reduced
land advection with lower Dw reflects more similar atmo-
spheric moisture conditions and, hence, increased x.

Equilibrium states with higher r value also have stronger
precipitation rates from higher w‘ and wo. In Fig. 3, we see
the influence of r in both the low and high soil moisture re-
gime, where it works in tandem with the land fraction to
shape the moisture fluxes. Both precipitation increases for
low and high s, respectively, correspond to a combination of
increasing r and decreasing a. In these regimes, the combined
influence of r and a dominates over the influence of spwp dis-
cussed earlier.

6. Under which circumstances can x become larger
than 1?

So far, we concluded that x is bounded by an upper limit of
one due to the necessity of a net moisture transport from
ocean to land and the assumption that the efficiency with

which atmospheric moisture is turned into precipitation is the
same over land and ocean. However, we know of local sys-
tems in the real world for which higher rain rates are observed
over land compared to the adjacent ocean. For instance, Qian
(2008), Sobel et al. (2011), Cronin et al. (2015), Wang and
Sobel (2017), and Ulrich and Bellon (2019) found precipita-
tion enhancement over tropical islands and attributed this ob-
servation mainly to the development of sea breezes triggering
precipitating convection over the islands. Even for the full
tropics, some observations suggest a x value slightly larger
than one (Hohenegger and Stevens 2022). By construction,
our simple model cannot yield x values larger than one which
can be interpreted as a tendency to underestimate real precip-
itation ratios. In the following, we explore different ways in
which our model framework could be modified to enable pre-
cipitation enhancement over land, i.e., x . 1.

a. Relaxing assumptions of the closed model

To begin with, we started out with the hypothesis that pre-
cipitation is neither favored by land, nor ocean, meaning that
different surface characteristics do not affect the way it rains:
for the same water vapor path, the model computes the same
amount of rain over land and ocean. In reality, while we can
generally expect a moister atmosphere to yield more rainfall,
the shape of P(w), determined by the values for the a and b
parameters, could differ over different surfaces. With its ten-
dency for too low x values, our model suggests that our initial
hypothesis about P(w) was wrong and that in reality, precipi-
tation is actually favored over land. In the model, we can fa-
vor precipitation over land most easily by choosing a smaller
b parameter over land than over ocean, leading to higher pre-
cipitation rates over land than over ocean for the same water
vapor path. As a proof of concept, we ran model simulations

FIG. 7. Influence of an increase in spwp on the equilibrium state. (left) Higher values of spwp shift the graph of the E‘

parameterization toward larger s. (right) Equilibrium values of the soil moisture saturation from CM data plotted
against spwp values. The blue dots mark the initial equilibrium state, the green dot represents a temporary state of soil
moisture imbalance due to a sudden increase of spwp, and the orange dot marks the eventually attained equilibrium
state for the new spwp value.
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with different choices for b over land and ocean. When choos-
ing b just 0.1% smaller over land than over ocean, already
about 20% of the simulations yielded a x value larger than
one. That it rains differently over land and ocean would be in
line with the conclusions of Hohenegger and Stevens (2022),
who found more precipitation over tropical land than what
is expected based on the tropical land–sea distribution and
rainbelt position, and also with the results of Ahmed and
Schumacher (2017), who found distinct differences in the
P(w) relationships over land and ocean based on observations.
Further studies examining differences in P(w) over different
surface types, and constraining the realistic ranges of the a and
b parameters are needed to conclude whether precipitation pro-
cesses are responsible for the higher x values found in nature.

Second, we treat all model boxes as being homogeneous
and well-mixed which allows us to work with mean fluxes
rather than resolving the horizontal direction explicitly. It is
well known, however, that an airstream traversing an oceanic
region will moisten along its trajectory since mean ocean
evaporation typically exceeds mean ocean precipitation and
the reverse applies to land regions. Furthermore, Ogino et al.
(2016) and Ogino et al. (2017) found that the conventional
view in which Earth’s surface gets divided into ocean and land
misses out on particular interactions driven by the land–sea
contrast which are confined to a coastal region, a few hundred
kilometers seaward and landward from the coast. These coastal
regions receive more rain than both the open ocean and inland
continental regions. Also, Bergemann and Jakob (2016) found
that tropical rainfall over land associated with coastal effects
such as sea breezes can occur under drier atmospheric condi-
tions than rainfall over the open ocean. Hence, adding coastal
zones with a specific coastal precipitation parameterization
to the model is another flavor of the argument that}for pre-
cipitation enhancement over land}it has to rain differently in
different subdomains. Coastal zones might also capture the
fact that precipitation enhancement is particularly strong over
relatively small landmasses where coastal effects are expected
to be more influential.

Third, the model has neither an energy budget, nor a diur-
nal cycle. As a consequence, phenomena associated with pres-
sure gradient forcing like diurnal sea breezes which tend to
enhance precipitation over land are not captured. Energy de-
pendence and a diurnal cycle can be implemented in different
ways}either fundamentally by coupling water balance and
energy balance equations, or indirectly by introducing a diur-
nal cycle in energy-dependent parameters such as t, ep, or
wsat. Even with the same P(w) relationship across the domain,
a diurnal cycle may lead to x . 1 through two pathways:
evapotranspiration might be enhanced more strongly than
ocean evaporation during the day. At the same time, the wind
field would become variable and might exhibit convergence
over land, potentially leading to upgradient moisture trans-
port which was formerly disabled due to the assumption of a
constant background wind speed. The combined effect of
these two pathways may lead to a high enough concentration
of moisture over land during the day to yield higher tempo-
rary rain rates over land than over ocean. If the reverse trans-
port during the night does not fully compensate for the

daytime precipitation signal, then x might be larger than one
on average. In other words, the diurnal cycle of available en-
ergy may explain why x is close to one and can even be larger
than one in reality.

Last, our model configuration with one land and one ocean
box is not representative of the real tropics. It is likely that a
different land distribution with more boxes would lead to
higher x values because smaller box sizes generally increase
the advection efficiencies. If, in addition, the boxes were
differently sized, we might see instances where x . 1. In
equilibrium, each ocean atmosphere would still be moister
than the leeward land atmosphere, but it cannot be pre-
cluded that weighting the precipitation rates by the differ-
ent box sizes would yield a stronger mean land than ocean
precipitation.

b. Opening the closed model

The previous arguments still treat the land–ocean–atmosphere
system as a closed model. This assumption may be valid over
the full tropics, assuming a negligible net moisture exchange
with the extratropics, but it is certainly invalid over islands,
where land precipitation enhancement is typically observed.
Hence, allowing for atmospheric inflow and outflow out of the
domain might create x values larger than one. We test this
hypothesis in two ways.

First, moisture import or export from an external environ-
ment outside the model boundaries can be incorporated by an
additional advection term, Aext (mm day21) in Eq. (3) for oce-
anic water vapor. A positive Aext denotes inflow of external
moisture, while a negative Aext means that the ocean atmo-
sphere loses moisture through the model boundaries. This
construction mimics the case of an island surrounded by an
ocean under the influence of large-scale convergence or diver-
gence. But is this change in the model framework sufficient to
create scenarios for which x . 1?

We argue that the answer is no: regardless of whether the
system is gaining or losing moisture through its boundaries,
an equilibrium state still requires a net transport of moisture
from ocean to land, and therefore wo . w‘ with x , 1. The
term Aext acts in a similar fashion as ocean evaporation. Un-
der the influence of moisture convergence, the positive Aext is
equivalent to an increase in Eo and merely increases the mois-
ture content in all boxes. In the case of moisture divergence,
negative Aext acts like a reduction of Eo and an overall drier
equilibrium state is attained as long as |Aext| , Eo. If the loss
through the model boundary is stronger than the moisture in-
put from the ocean surface, the system will undergo drying
until the trivial solution {wo 5 0, w‘ 5 0, s5 0} is reached.

Second, we can also open the model by allowing moisture
to enter the domain from one side and leave it on the other
side. As an illustrative example for this type of open model,
we consider the simplest configuration with a land box of
length L‘, placed between two equally big ocean boxes of
lengths Lo1 5 Lo2. The subscript o1 refers to the ocean in
front of the island as seen by the airflow horizontally traversing
the domain at constant wind speed, while o2 refers to the ocean
behind the island. The equations governing the evolution of
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wo1, w‘, and wo2 and s are formulated in analogy to the closed
model equations and can be found in the appendix along with
a model sketch. This open model requires one additional pa-
rameter, the boundary water vapor path w0 with values be-
tween 0 mm and wsat, which denotes the water vapor path at
the windward model boundary. It enters the model equations
in the advection term for the first ocean. As for the closed
model, we perform 100000 simulations with randomly chosen
combinations of parameter values from Table 1 with the mod-
ification that the full domain length is varied between 200 and
2000 km. The obtained set of equilibrium solutions is referred
to as “OM data.”

In the open model, x is computed from mean precipitation
rates P‘ and Po as

x 5
P‘

Po

5
2P‘

Po1 1 Po2
: (15)

As in the case of the closed model, equilibrium can only be at-
tained if the land atmosphere receives advected moisture
from the ocean. In the open model, this means that the first
ocean atmosphere has to be moister than the land atmosphere
which}sticking to the assumption of the same parameteriza-
tion for precipitation across the domain}implies Po1 . P‘. It
follows from Eq. (15) that a x value larger than one is possible
if the inequality, Po2 , 2P‘ 2 Po1, is fulfilled. This means,
the second ocean atmosphere must be dry enough to compen-
sate for the relatively moist first ocean atmosphere, such that
the mean ocean precipitation is smaller than P‘. From the
OM data, we find that only about 6.7% of all simulations
meet this condition and yield x . 1. As expected, these simu-
lations have in common that atmospheric moisture reduces
along the wind trajectory, i.e., w0 . wo1 . w‘ . wo2.

We perform the same sensitivity analysis as for the closed
model to understand which parameter combinations lead to x

values larger than one, and to which parameters x is most sen-
sitive. Opening the model does not fundamentally change the
principal sensitivities but modifies their order of importance:
The most sensitive parameter is now w0 with IMI(x, w0) 5 254,
followed by a with IMI(x, a) 5 202 and t with IMI(x, t) 5 147.

All other parameters, including the formerly relevant soil pa-
rameters, have IMI values lower than 8 and can be neglected
as predictors for x. To understand which parameter combina-
tions lead to x . 1, Fig. 8 shows PDFs of the values of w0, a,
and t for simulations with x values smaller and larger than
one in blue and orange, respectively. Even though the distri-
butions have a significant overlap, x . 1 requires a large
enough boundary water vapor path w0�38mm and becomes
more likely with smaller land fractions. States with x . 1 do
not exist for a . 0.93 and are most likely around a 5 0.05. In
contrast, a value of x , 1 seems to be possible with any value
for a. Further inspection of the state variable values (not
shown) reveals that equilibrium states with x . 1 are overall
moist. Soil moisture saturation values cluster close to and be-
yond the field capacity. Water vapor path values peak around
48 mm over both land and ocean and never get smaller than
38 mm. Simulations with x , 1, in contrast, exhibit equilib-
rium states across the entire moisture spectrum, including
very dry states with soil moisture values below the permanent
wilting point.

As in the case of the closed model, the open model results
are subject to the choice of the land distribution and may
change for different numbers of land boxes. In addition, the
open model is sensitive to the location of the land box which
affects the relative size of the two ocean boxes. However, a
test of different asymmetric configurations indicates that the
presented statements are only affected quantitatively, not
qualitatively.

7. Conclusions

This study was motivated by our lack of theoretical under-
standing of how tropical precipitation gets partitioned be-
tween land and ocean. To provide such understanding, we
studied constraints and sensitivities of the precipitation ratio
x, quantifying the ratio between spatiotemporally averaged
land and ocean precipitation rates, x 5 P‘/Po. Estimates of x
from different observation products range between 0.9 and
1.04 (Hohenegger and Stevens 2022). We wanted to know
how various atmospheric and land processes determine the

FIG. 8. Probability density functions of parameter values for w0, a, and t. Blue and orange graphs contain data from simulations with
x values smaller and larger than one, respectively. Ratios larger than one are only found for 6.7% of all simulations.
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value of x and whether constraints on x arise from the condi-
tion of water mass balance.

We introduced a conceptual box model that describes the
rate of change of soil moisture and atmospheric moisture over
ocean and land, respectively. The water balance components
are expressed by empirical parametric functions of the mean
water content of the land and atmospheric boxes. In particu-
lar, as a hypothesis, we assumed that precipitation increases
exponentially with water vapor path and that the presence of
land does not affect this relationship. To investigate the
bounds of x and its parameter sensitivity, we analyzed a large
number of equilibrium solutions for different combinations of
model parameter values. The obtained results for the case of
a closed model with one land and one ocean box can be sum-
marized as follows:

• As long as the land does not affect the relationship be-
tween precipitation and water vapor path, x is bounded by
an upper limit of one. This is a direct consequence of the
equilibrium condition that the land’s loss of water through
runoff needs to be compensated for by an equally large net
moisture transport from a moister ocean atmosphere to a
drier land atmosphere. As precipitation increases exponen-
tially with water vapor path, this necessarily implies stron-
ger precipitation over ocean.

• The lower limit of x is zero in cases where the land precipi-
tation is zero. Although x can theoretically vary between
zero and one, values between 0.75 and 1.0 appear most
likely, with 95% of the simulations falling into this range.

• The free model parameters are listed in Table 1. We find
that x is most sensitive to a variation of the atmospheric
transport parameter t, followed by the two soil parameters
permanent wilting point spwp and runoff exponent r, and
land fraction a. Efficient atmospheric transport for high t

values leads to similar moisture conditions over land and
ocean, which results in high x values. Land fraction is most
influential near its extreme values, a " 0 and a " 1, where
in both cases x is close to one. Near these extremes, the
highly efficient advection rate into or out of the respective
tiny land or ocean atmosphere creates similar atmospheric
conditions in both boxes. A x minimum is located at inter-
mediate a values. Finally, x decreases with increasing per-
manent wilting point and increases with increasing r. This
can be understood from the way in which these parameters
control the amount of evapotranspiration (for spwp) and run-
off (for r), and thereby the amount of advective moisture in-
flow into the land atmosphere required for equilibrium. A
larger moisture inflow corresponds to a larger moisture dif-
ference between land and ocean atmospheres and, hence, to
a lower value of x.

• The closed water balance model cannot explain observed
island precipitation enhancement as reported by other
studies because x is bounded by one. Our interpretation of
this finding is that precipitation enhancement over land re-
quires the land to affect the relationship between precipita-
tion and water vapor path, that precipitation enhancement
is linked to the presence of a diurnal cycle, that a different
land distribution is required, or that it is only possible in an

open model which allows for net advection into or out of
the domain. We tested this last option with an open model
configuration in which moisture can enter the model
through the windward boundary and leave on the other
side. For this setup, x values larger than one exist for a
small subset (6.7%) of the performed simulations. These
cases require a sufficiently large moisture inflow with a
boundary water vapor path of at least w0 5 38 mm, and
small land sizes, typically around a ’ 0.05 and no larger
than a 5 0.93. The most influential parameters for the
open model are w0, a, and t, while the soil parameters are
no longer important.

Even though the simple conceptual model does not capture
the full range of physical processes that influence the land–sea
precipitation contrast in reality, it is able to constrain x and
identifies the efficiency of atmospheric transport as the domi-
nant factor controlling the value of x. In fact, understanding
how advection changes following a change in the model pa-
rameter values turned out to be key for understanding how
the value of x changes.
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APPENDIX

Open Model Formulation

The equations governing an open model configuration
with an island (subscript ‘) between two ocean boxes (sub-
scripts o1 and o2 in the order of their appearance along the
wind trajectory) are similar to the ones for the closed
model introduced in section 2 (Fig. A1). However, four in-
stead of three equations are needed,

ds
dt

5
1
nzr

[P(w‘) 2 R(s, w‘) 2 E(s)], (A1)

dwo1

dt
5 Eo 2 P(wo1) 1

(w0 2 wo1)u
Lo1

, (A2)

dw‘

dt
5 E(s) 2 P(w‘) 1

(wo1 2 w‘)u
L‘

, (A3)

dwo2

dt
5 Eo 2 P(wo2) 1

(w‘ 2 wo2)u
Lo2

: (A4)

The lengths of the model subdomains can be written as
Lo1 5 Lo2 5 (1 2 a)L/2 and L‘ 5 aL, where L denotes the
full model domain length.

For a small number of parameter combinations, the algo-
rithm could not determine an equilibrium solution to the
open model equations.
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